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Greyzdorf Adds Bitcoin As A Buying Payment Option To Attract Young
Tech-Savvy Investors
Our Real Estate Platform Now Take Bitcoin Investors
Atlanta, GA, May 15, 2018 – Greyzdorf a Real Estate Asset Management platform adds bitcoin as a
buying payment option in order to attract young tech-savvy investors who have been alienated from
Georgia’s growing new construction single family rental real estate market.
Besides traditional investors, the company is following and focusing on young investors by adding
bitcoin as a buying payment option. It is a natural next step for us to accept and even encourage
payment in Bitcoin as we do not want to deter young, tech-savvy investors by only accepting
traditional payment methods. Equally, we wish to open the Greyzdorf Asset Management market for
international investors who actively adopted Bitcoin.
Our new real estate platform is where you can buy property entirely online — and it's potentially a
good outlet for quickly transferring bitcoin wealth into hard assets with exceptional annual returns.
To Bitcoin or Ethereum users, holding just crypto is like holding everything in one basket, so users
are looking to diversify through purchases like real estate. They will utilize us because it's an easier
direction to diversify their investment and use cryptocurrency right away.
Our Asset Management Platform is built from the rental communities that we developed from the
ground up, stabilize, hold, or sell.
NO COMPETITION
Greyzdorf is the only company building and selling turnkey homes within a single-family rental
community. Our renters live among their peers, not other homeowners.
GREYZDORF LLC
As a real estate developer, Greyzdorf LLC buys land, decide the marketing of the property, develop
the building program and design, obtain the necessary public approval and financing, build the
structures, and rent out, manage, and ultimately sell it.

GREYZDORF COMMUNITIES
Greyzdorf Communities in Georgia will have resort-style amenities, luxury in-home finishes, with
fitness centers and walking trails.
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GREYZDORF SIGNATURE HOMES LLC
As the general contractor, Greyzdorf Signature Homes, LLC owned and managed by home builders
and land development members that are devoted individuals who represent over 7,500 homes
constructed with over 130 years of joint home building experience. The managing members offer
specialized knowledge about local market conditions, including existing relationships with
municipalities, property owners, subcontractors, and suppliers.
GREYZDORF MANAGEMENT
The exclusive property manager for all construction projects built by Greyzdorf Signature Homes.
SOURCE: GREYZDORF LLC & GREYZDORF COMMUNITIES
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